We present new constraints on the ratio of black hole (BH) mass to total galaxy stellar mass at 0.3 < z < 0.9 for a sample of 32 type-1 active galactic nuclei (AGNs) from the XMM-COSMOS survey covering the range M BH ∼ 10 7.2−8.7 M ⊙ . Virial M BH estimates based on Hβ are available from the COSMOS Magellan/IMACS survey. We use high-resolution Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging to decompose the light of each type-1 AGN and host galaxy, and employ a specially-built mass-to-light ratio to estimate the stellar masses (M * ). The M BH − M * ratio shows a zero offset with respect to the local relation for galactic bulge masses, and we also find no evolution in the mass ratio
INTRODUCTION
Observations of nearby galaxies have revealed the existence of a tight correlation between the masses of galactic bulges and their central supermassive black holes (Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring & Rix 2004, , hereafter HR04) . While this correlation can be accounted for by a statistical convergence of typically several mergers per galaxy over cosmic time (Peng 2007; Jahnke & Macciò 2011) , the observed coupling has often been taken as an indication of physically driven coevolution (Volonteri et al. 2003) .
A strong constraint for either globally or individually coupled growth of BH and stellar mass is the evolution of their scaling relations with redshift. Different theoretical models predict different levels of evolution (e.g., Granato et al. 2004; Robertson et al. 2006; Di Matteo et al. 2008) , and observations which directly probe the physical mechanisms that regulate this co-
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A handful of studies probing the scaling relations beyond the local universe have found a larger ratio of BH mass to bulge stellar mass (e.g., Walter et al. 2004; Peng et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2007; Jahnke et al. 2009; Merloni et al. 2010; Bennert et al. 2010; Decarli et al. 2010) , suggesting that BHs grow earlier than their host spheroids. Nevertheless, small number statistics and frequently ignored selection biases remain the main obstacles against additional evidence and more solid constraints.
In this letter we explore the M BH − M * relation for 32 type-1 AGNs in the redshift range 0.3 < z < 0.9, with virial M BH measurements. Stellar masses are computed by combining the host galaxy luminosities (accurately measured via high-resolution HST/ACS imaging) with a specially built mass-to-light ratio (M * /L) based on a large sample of type-2 AGNs, for which the stellar masses have been estimated through a spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting.
Throughout we assume a flat cosmology with H 0 = 70km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.3, and Ω Λ = 0.7.
SAMPLE
Our type-1 AGN sample is based on the XMM-COSMOS survey catalog (Hasinger et al. 2007; Cappelluti et al. 2009 ), which consists of ∼1800 bright X-ray sources. Accurate identification of their optical counterparts and multiwavelength properties a Uncertainty quoted as 0.4 dex (Trump et al. 2009b) . b Selected from the fixed (n =1,4) and free fits. c As defined in Equation (1). d Total propagated uncertainty is 0.35 dex.
are described in detail in Brusa et al. (2010) . Targeted spectroscopic observations with Magellan/IMACS (Trump et al. 2009a ) and publicly available spectra from SDSS (Schneider et al. 2007 ) allowed the accurate classification of ∼ 400 intermediate-luminosity type-1 AGNs. Within the redshift range 0.3 < z < 0.9, we selected those with available virial M BH estimates from Trump et al. (2009b) , based on measurements of the width of the Hβ line applied on the scaling relations of Vestergaard & Peterson (2006) . This selection results in 32 type-1 AGNs. A fundamental part of our analysis of the AGN host galaxies is based on the HST/ACS imaging of the COS-MOS field (Scoville et al. 2007; Koekemoer et al. 2007) ; this is therefore an ideal redshift range. Beyond z ∼ 1, the F814W filter shifts to restframe UV, where the pointlike AGN starts to dominate the overall light distribution, making it highly difficult to resolve its host galaxy.
In Table 1 we summarize the sample, including the properties derived in the following sections.
AGN HOST GALAXY MASSES
We infer the stellar masses for our 32 type-1 AGN host galaxies under the generally accepted unified AGN model (Antonucci 1993) , in which type-1 and type-2 sources correspond to different viewing angles of the same phenomena. While recent evidence shows that AGN type depends on accretion rate as well as orientation (Trump et al. 2011) , at z ∼ 1 and moderate nuclear luminosities the host galaxies of both types of AGNs show equivalent properties (Ammons et al. 2011) . We therefore use a M * /L especially built from a large sample of type-2 AGN host galaxies with stellar masses derived from SED fitting. To quantify the light of the type-1 AGN hosts we model and remove the flux contribution of the active nuclei, utilizing high-resolution HST/ACS imaging with the F814W filter and 0.
′′ 03/pixel sampling. The motivation for this approach is the simplicity and strength of the technique, which might prove extremely useful for cases in which the spectral coverage on the host galaxy is limited or even non-existent.
Assessing a characteristic AGN mass-to-light ratio
With the goal of estimating stellar masses for our type-1 AGN host galaxies, we need to construct realistic M * /L distributions. AGN hosts have characteristically young stellar populations different from the general population (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Sánchez et al. 2004; Jahnke et al. 2004a,b) , and are drawn from the brightend of the galaxy luminosity function (Zakamska et al. 2006) .
With this in mind, we build a M * /L from a large sample of type-2 AGNs, also from the COSMOS survey. Type-2 AGNs have the advantage that the bright nucleus is highly obscured, leaving the host galaxy almost free of contamination from AGN light. This allows us to exploit the vast ground-based multiwavelength photometry from COSMOS to accurately model the host galaxy SED, providing well-determined stellar masses.
Our sample of spectroscopically confirmed type-2 AGNs (Trump et al. 2009a; Bongiorno et al. 2010 ) consists of 199 sources at z ∼ 0.2 − 0.9. While the AGN contribution to the overall SED is minimal, for the sake of accuracy a large grid of composite galaxy+AGN models were used to find the best fit template most fully representing the type-2 system (Bongiorno et al. in prep) . Stellar masses were derived from the SEDs, assuming a Chabrier initial mass function (IMF). Comparison of these stellar masses with fits of just a single galaxy template (Ilbert et al. 2010) shows an agreement within 0.1 dex, indicating that within the uncertainties the AGN contribution is negligible.
We require an observable quantity common to both our type-1 and type-2 samples. For this we define an instrumental, partially k-corrected luminosity based on the photometry from the HST/ACS imaging with the F814W filter,
(1) Figure 2 . Difference in the observed magnitudes (I F 814W ) of the comparison galaxies before (in) and after (out) the point source addition/subtraction, as a function of redshift. The 1σ deviation away from the median is 0.15 mag, indicated by the shaded area centered at 0.01 mag.
where f F 814W is the aperture corrected flux and d L is the luminosity distance. The (1 + z) −1 term accounts for the bandpass shifting.
In order to determine a relation between M * /L and both redshift and luminosity, and to reduce the covariance between the two variables, we perform a varianceweighted least squares bivariate fit of the form
where log(L 0 /L ⊙ ) = 8.2 corresponds to the minimum value of the luminosity. Fitting this function to our 199 type-2 AGN host galaxies, using the propagated uncertainties from both M * and L F 814W to weight each object, results in the coefficients A = −0.25 ± 0.12, B = −0.21 ± 0.08, and C = 1.67 ± 0.11. Figure 1 shows M * /L for the type-2 AGN sample (filled circles) as a function of redshift (left panel) and luminosity (right panel) and in comparison to ∼40,000 inactive galaxies with I < 23 from the COSMOS catalog (Ilbert et al. 2009 ). The latter separate into the usual red sequence and blue cloud with different M * /L. The solid lines are the projections of the best-fit plane from Equation (2) at the median luminosity and redshift values respectively. The typical 1σ errors on the fit are marked by the dashed lines.
3.2. Type-1 AGN Host Luminosities Analyzing type-1 AGN host galaxies remains complicated due to the bright nucleus which can dominate the galaxies' light emission. Nevertheless, high-resolution HST/ACS imaging allows us to perform two-dimensional decomposition by modeling the AGN and its host galaxy as a point-spread function (PSF) and a Sérsic (1968) profile respectively using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) . Further multi-component modeling of the host galaxy (bulge+disk) has been shown not to be efficient at our resolution and S/N levels (Simmons & Urry 2008). The precision of the AGN-host galaxy decomposition strongly depends on the PSF of choice to be supplied to GAL-FIT. Benefiting from the COSMOS HST/ACS area, we can account for instrumental and temporal variations by Figure 3 . BH mass versus total galaxy stellar mass relation for our sample of 32 type-1 AGNs, shown in three arbitrary redshift bins. For comparison, the best fit local relation for bulge mass (log M BH = 1.12 logM * − 4.12, HR04) is shown.
building specific PSFs for each object by averaging its nearest ∼30 stars (Jahnke et al. 2004b) . For each object, we perform several GALFIT runs with three alternatives for the Sérsic index n: fixed to a n = 1 exponential profile, to a n = 4 de Vaucouleurs profile, and also as a free parameter. The best model is chosen based on a combination of the least χ 2 and a sanity check on the resulting parameters. We require our galaxy model to have a half-light radius between 2.5 and 100 pixels, i.e., not unphysically large or concentrated; to have a realistic elongation, implying b/a > 0.5; and for the free n case, not to run outside the range 0.5-8. After subtraction of the best-model PSF, we are left with the host galaxy emission plus some residuals.
To test whether our image decomposition is overor undersubtracting point source flux from the host galaxy, we repeat the procedure on a comparison sample of simulated AGN host galaxies (see Section 3.1 of Cisternas et al. 2011 ). For each type-1 host we select 10 inactive galaxies from the COSMOS catalog matching both in redshift and apparent magnitude. To each comparison galaxy we add a star as a fake active nucleus, keeping the contrast between host and nucleus of the corresponding type-1 system. We model and remove the point source as for the original AGNs, and perform photometry on the comparison galaxies before and after the procedure. Figure 2 shows the difference between the initial and recovered magnitudes for the hosts as a function of redshift. We find only a modest offset of 0.04 ± 0.15 mag, for which we correct our type-1 host galaxy photometry as well as its error budget. The host galaxy flux will be used to estimate the luminosity as in equation (1), which is subsequently applied to our derived M * /L relation from equation (2) to estimate the masses. The resulting luminosities and stellar masses are presented in Table 1 . The uncertainty in the photometry together with the errors on the fitting coefficients result in a total stellar mass uncertainty of 0.35 dex.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The M BH -M * relation for our 32 type-1 AGNs is shown in Figure 3 in three redshift intervals. As a reference, the local relation between BH and bulge mass (solid line, HR04) is shown together with its scatter of 0.3 dex (dashed lines). The vast majority of our sources (30/32) fall directly within uncertainties in the z = 0 relation, but with their total instead of bulge stellar mass. Our sample presents a median offset perpendicular to the local relation of ∆log(M BH /M * ) = 0.01 ± 0.03, consistent with zero. In the top panel of Figure 4 we show the offset of each object as a function of redshift. Interestingly, no trend is observed in the offset as a function of increasing redshift. Nevertheless, to check for traces of redshift evolution in our sample we force a fit to the functional form ∆log(M BH /M * ) = δ log(1 + z) to our data, again using a weighted least squares method. We find a best fit with δ = 0.02 ± 0.34 (solid line) consistent with zero evolution within the scatter.
Mass Function Bias
As the observed offset from the local relation is not redshift-dependent, its origin still needs unveiling: selection effects or pure random scatter?
It has been pointed out in the literature (e.g., Treu et al. 2007; Lauer et al. 2007; Merloni et al. 2010; Decarli et al. 2010 ) that selection effects have to be taken into account when trying to infer the intrinsic scaling relations from the observed data, else a false signal of evolution could be perceived. While local studies select their samples of inactive galaxies based on galaxy properties (M * , L, σ * ), higher redshift samples are selected based on AGN luminosity and hence BH mass, implying that for a given M BH there is a range of potential stellar masses M * ± dM * due to an intrinsic cosmic scatter σ µ . If the expected M * for a given M BH happens to be in the steep massive part of the galaxy stellar mass function φ(M * ) there will be a much higher probability of retrieving a less massive galaxy, which automatically translates into a positive measured offset in M BH /M * .
As in Merloni et al. (2010) , we quantify the bias based on the result derived by Lauer et al. (2007) . Assuming that the local relation from HR04 holds true within the redshift range probed here, and that σ µ is not too large, the offset as a function of M BH due to selection effects can be approximated as
where the galaxy mass is given simply by logM * = (logM BH + 4.12)/1.12, and φ(M * ) is the galaxy mass function from the S-COSMOS survey at z ∼ 0.5 (Ilbert et al. 2010 ). In the middle panel of Figure 4 we show the offset of our sources from the local relation as a function of M BH , as well as the expected offset due to the mass function bias from Equation (3) for two different values of σ µ : 0.3 (solid line) and a more conservative 0.5 (dashed line), which is a good representation of the range of σ µ estimates in the local relation (Gültekin et al. 2009 ). It is clear that even for the likely σ µ = 0.3 case the mild positive offset at the high-M BH end can be explained by the expected mass function bias, while the effect is small for the lower-mass half of our sample. This reaffirms that no signs of evolution are present with respect to total galaxy mass out to z ∼ 0.9.
4.2. No Significant M BH and M * Growth Down to z = 0 Although our objects are in general agreement with the local M BH /M * ratio, they are still observed 3 − 7 Gyr before z = 0. What constraints can be inferred for their subsequent evolution, both in stellar and BH mass?
From the perspective of the ongoing BH growth, we can estimate the increase in M BH during the current AGN episode: (i) Taking an average accretion rate L/L Edd of 0.1 for these sources at z < 1 (Trump et al. 2009b) , and considering a remaining accretion period of half a typical observable AGN lifetime (∼10 Myr) (e.g., Martini 2004; Porciani et al. 2004) , the increase of logM BH will be ∼0.001 dex. (ii) A definite upper limit on the subsequent BH growth can be given by considering the AGN lifetime derived from the number density of XMM-COSMOS AGNs by Gilli et al. (2009) . Out to z ∼ 1 they compute an AGN duty cycle of 0.1, corresponding to an AGN lifetime of ∼1 Gyr. Using the same L/L Edd as before, we estimate that our sources will at most grow 0.09 dex in BH mass due to accretion. This implies that these sources will hardly move in the upward direction of the M BH -M * plane.
Concurrently, we can give upper limits to the stellar mass increase due to star formation in these galaxies. Based solely on the average specific star formation rates at this mass range (log(M * /M ⊙ ) = 10.2 − 11.2; Karim et al. 2011) , from their respective redshift down to z = 0, in the most extreme case the increase will be a factor of 1.8 (or 0.25 dex). This ignores potential quenching mechanisms and is sufficient to show that we should not expect a significant change in stellar mass.
Regarding merger activity, the major merger rate (mass ratio >1:3) since z ∼ 0.5 is low (∼0.05 Mergers Gyr −1 ; Hopkins et al. 2010) and should (i) not have a significant impact on the total galaxy mass of the ensemble, and (ii) major mergers will add similar mass fractions to both galaxy and BH.
Nevertheless, the true relevance of the overall, mainly minor merging activity will be in the subsequent bulge growth of these galaxies: The fact that the total stellar mass of our galaxies is already consistent with the local relation for galactic bulges at z ∼ 0.7 means that, for them to obey the local relation by z = 0, their current total mass should end up redistributed as bulge mass. Secular processes such as minor interactions and internal instabilities are the prevailing bulge-building mechanisms (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Weinzirl et al. 2009; Parry et al. 2009 ), and are coincident with the likely mechanisms that must dominate the BH fueling at z < 1 (Cisternas et al. 2011 ). This has the implication that, over the last 7 Gyr, no extreme mass growth is required to produce the local scaling relations. Instead a rather passive, non-violent secular evolution will drive the redistribution of mass into the bulge components.
With this in mind, our results do not necessarily contradict previously reported evolution with respect to bulge properties in the redshift windows z = 0.36, 0.57 (e.g., Treu et al. 2007; Woo et al. 2008; Bennert et al. 2010) . Based on our GALFIT modeling, we can make some basic assumptions to estimate the bulge-to-total mass ratio (B/T ) of our galaxies: assuming a B/T upper limit of 0.3 and 0.6 for the galaxies with n < 2 and 2 < n < 3 respectively, we can give a rough estimate of M * ,bul at least for illustrative purposes. For the n > 3 case, we take an upper limit of B/T =1, as it corresponds to a bulge-dominated galaxy. These estimates are consistent with the recovered n values for simulated B/T distributions by Simmons & Urry (2008) . According to our definition of M * ,bul , we show its offset as a function of redshift in the bottom panel of Figure 4 . Fitting the same functional form as before yields δ = 1.15 ± 0.34, an indication that our data permits an evolution with respect to bulge mass, and in broad agreement with Treu et al. (2007) .
CONCLUSIONS
A representative AGN host galaxy M * /L was used to estimate stellar masses for 32 type-1 AGN hosts at 0.3 < z < 0.9. Combined with already available virial M BH estimates, we studied the M BH −M * relation out to 7 Gyr lookback time, and extended recent studies probing the z > 1 regime (Jahnke et al. 2009; Merloni et al. 2010 ). In summary:
1. M * /L for intermediately luminous AGNs at a given redshift and luminosity has scatter of only ∼0.25 dex.
2. Within a 0.03 dex uncertainty in the mean, the total mass of our sources is consistent with zero offset from the z = 0 relation for galactic bulges.
3. No increase of the offset was found with redshift. Nevertheless, a forced fit to the functional form δ log(1 + z) yields δ = 0.02 ± 0.34, confirming nonevolution.
4. We found that a positive offset exists in the observed value at high M BH . When including the mass function bias upon inference of the intrinsic relation for our sample, we found that this selection effect accounts for the increasing offset with M BH .
5. The fact that the majority of these galaxies are disk-dominated, together with the lack of evolution with respect to total M * , implies that all mass to be found in the bulge at z = 0 is already present in the galaxy at the observed redshift, and the only process required is a redistribution of stellar mass from disk to bulge driven by secular evolution, in agreement with the dominating AGN triggering mechanisms predicted by Cisternas et al. (2011) .
6. Our result allows an evolution of the bulge mass scaling relations: a simple conservative assessment of B/T based on our GALFIT modeling yields δ = 1.13 ± 0.34.
